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“….and he sees the vision splendid….”

As a music student of the University of New England with a great appreciation for Australian
history, I have taken the opportunity to utilise the final unit of my music degree, ARTS301
Research and Professional Practice Project, as a ways and means to conduct personal
research into a topic that combines both my passions and enthusiasms for music and the
cultural heritage of my country. The examination of Australian folk poetry into song has lead
my research into the heart of ideals about the development of Australia’s national identity as
the commercialisation of both art forms has played a significant role in communicating
stereotypes that are uniquely Australian. As this has proven to be a rather large area of
research, I have chosen a specified case study to investigate not only the transformation itself
but the relevance of the actual process of the transformation within the context of national
Australian identities. The case study I have chosen involves the transformation of a poem,
published in 1889 by one of Australia’s most noteworthy literary figures, Banjo Paterson, into
a song released in 1980 by iconic Australian country music band, Wallis and Matilda. The
poem at the core of this investigation is none other than the nationaly popularised, Clancy of
the Overflow. The goal will be to uncover the social and cultural context of Banjo’s poetry

and Wallis and Matilda’s songs as commercialised, tangible art forms. A musical analysis of
the compositional devices used to transform Clancy of the Overflow into its song setting is
also instrumental to this investigation as it will outline certain qualites that make both art
forms worthy of commercialisation.

Wallis and Matilda is a Banjo Paterson Tribute band that began their success in the 80’s.
What started out as a project of personal interest by founding member John Wallis, became a
successful enterprise within the Australian Country Music scene as they not only forged a link
between two different art forms, poetry and song, but used one to re-instate certain cultural
and historical values of the other in regards to Australian national identities. Before the age of
music records in Australia, poetry proved to be a popular social medium as it provided a form
of entertainment that was accessible and tangible through its distribution in newspapers,
magazines and books. Due to its popularity, poets had just as much chance in assuming a
celebrity status as other authors and various calibres of performers. The success of Wallis and
Matilda can largely be attributed to the fact they transformed the works of one of Australia’s
most noteworthy poets, Banjo Paterson, into songs. As songs are an art form that better
resonates with modern day audiences, Wallis and Matilda’s musical re-interpretations of his
poetry resultably facilitated a way for the modern Australian to re-connect with a piece of
their cultural heritage that lies within Paterson’s verse and legacy.

Andrew Barton Paterson (1864-1941) has gone down in Australian history as one of
Australia’s finest literary figures; most commonly known for his poetry that inspired romantic
and patriotic ideals about the Australian ‘bush’ and Australian ways of life. Growing up in a
family of squatters, a rural class said to the ‘pioneers of the rural Australia’, in outback NSW,
Paterson witnessed life first hand in such remote conditions and was subject to many different

characters who worked hard on the land.1 The property his parents owned out near Yas,
Illalong, was situated along the main road to Melbourne from Sydney which opened his eyes
to a world of bush traffic; Cob & Co coaches, stockmen droving cattle, gold escorts and other
parties travelling for numerous reasons. From the age of ten Paterson travelled to his
Grandmother’s home in Sydney to attended Sydney Grammar School from which he
graduated at the age of sixteen; all the while returning back to the station during holiday
periods. It was through such times that his Grandmother, being a well-read woman, nurtured
his poetic talents.2 At the same time, his visits back home to the station contributed to his
enthusiasm for outback horsemen as he witnessed their talents and competencies during Polo
competitions and Picnic Race meets or simply working the stock.3

While Paterson was a man with many talents and honourable occupations, it was his
published poetry that solidified his status as a national celebrity and even more importantly,
an iconic contributor to the development of Australian Literary Nationalism due to his poetic
contributions to the Sydney Bulletin during the 1890’s. The 1890’s was distinctly a
transitional period during Australia’s timeline where the nation was searching for ways and
means to establish and develop their own identity; severing their ties from British colonial
rule.4 An important medium for the transition was literature as it was believed that Australia
had none of its own national heroes and other identities worthy of basing an Australian
folklore on. In 1880, The Bulletin, a weekly news magazine dedicated to generating prose by
1
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Australian writers, began publication and proved to be a key driving force behind this
transition. Any noteworthy writer who had something to say about either the land or the future
of Australia was able to be voiced through the magazine’s publications.5 While the content of
the Bulletin was informative of issues and events regarding national development, it also
contained sections of creative writing which proved of equal importance in contributing to the
new literary style. Poems, stories and ballads about the Australian ‘bush’ became popular
‘cultural artefacts’ as their wide spread commercialisation drew attention from audiences
nation wide; proving to be a vital link between the cities and rural communities.6

Ideals about the Australian Bush played a large role in identifying a new sense of nationalism
as it was a completely unique landscape with raw beauty and harsh conditions; in turn
generating equally unique characters that could only be identified as Australians as a result of
their exposure to it. Paterson was a key contributor to this creative section of the Bulletin as it
often featured his poems about the ‘bush’ and character’s who worked in these rural and
remote settings. His sentimentality for this way of life; a life he was a part of as a child, was
reflected through his poetic prose containing vivid imagery about the landscapes and unique
qualities of the lives who endured it. His pen-name, Banjo, became a popular identity through
the commercialisation of the Bulletin’s publications as his poetry generated iconic ‘bush’
hero’s such as Clancy of the Overflow and The Man from Snowy River who served as
identities that helped to define Australian traits. As his popularity continued to grow,
publishing company Angus and Robertson decided to publish a selection of his works in a
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book called The Man from Snowy River and Other Verses in 1895 which served as a means to
“establish the bushman in the national consciousness as a romantic and archetypal figure”.7
The commercialisation of this book brought major success; the first edition selling out within
weeks of its release and was even well received by audiences back in England. As it also
unveiled who the Banjo really was, Andrew Paterson became the national celebrity author and
poet, still recognised and praised today as Banjo Paterson.

Although Wallis and Matilda did not deliberately set out to be commercialised as an
Australian Country Music band, the industry was quick to claim them because of the cultural
significance of what they were achieving in transforming Banjo Paterson’s poetry into
songs.8 Australian country music is a more relevant art form in modern Australian culture
which has proved to continue the tradition of communicating Australian identities by
popularising ideals about the ‘bush’ and country folk through a more expressive, tangible
medium; music. The historic significance of Wallis and Matilda’s re-creations of Paterson’s
poetry into songs created a niche within the industry that had some cultural substance to it;
their songs engaging modern attention towards Paterson as a national icon giving new life to
his legacy.

It was founding member of the band, John Wallis who had an interest in Paterson’s poems
and despite not being aware that other country music artists had similar ideas of what he was
doing, his compositional style is what set Walls and Matilda apart; making his transformation
a more marketable product for that niche. As Wallis is a drummer with experience playing in
a variety of genres from orchestras to rock covers bands, his compositional style not only
7
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exudes a good sense of rhythm but also incorporates classical text setting devices.9 Paterson
was infamous for the way he could paint a picture, have a ‘yarn’, or tell a story through the
vivid imagery generated by his creative writing and so Wallis felt it important to reflect these
traits through the use of text setting devices as they enabled a more engaging reception. A
better understanding of these devices and the important role they play in the transformation of
the poetic art form into a song can be obtained through an investigation and analysis of one of
the key, iconic poems written by Banjo Paterson that John Wallis chose to re-interpret. This
poem is none other than the infamous Clancy of the Overflow.

Paterson first published Clancy of the Overflow, in the Bulletin in 1889. It is a poem set in
Australia during the 1800’s about a shearer/drover by the name of Clancy. The narrator
(Paterson) in the poem celebrates Clancy’s ‘splendid’, ‘wondrous’ lifestyle in the outback in
comparison to his own life in the ‘dingy’, ‘uninviting’ city (See Appendix 1.); a place where
Paterson found himself confined to as a solicitor & journalist. His aim as such was to provoke
a sense of patriotism towards the beauty of the bush and encourage the ‘townsfolk’ of his era
to become aware of the uniqueness of the land by heralding the life of a character working in
such settings. The poem became a popular piece of literature as it resonated with a vast range
of audiences; those who were living the life of a drover and/or working on the land, and those
searching for Australian literary identities; heroic figures on which an Australian folklore
could be built on.

It has been said that Clancy of the Overflow was written about a specific drover by the name
of Thomas Gerald Clancy; a man who Paterson had come across in his life and travels
growing up in outback NSW. While there is some truth to these assumptions, a descendant of
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Thomas Gerald Clancy, Eric Gerald Clancy, mentions in his own writings that because there
were several drovers in their family it is likely that Paterson could have met, and wrote about
any one of them.10 He also points out that because his family name was relatively renowned
among the droving class, “Clancy” became a household name in regards to workmen of that
region and calibre and this identity was further established and popularised through the
commercialisation of poems and writings by Paterson and other iconic Australian writers;
directly and/or indirectly contributing to the development of Australian literature.11

Clancy of the Overflow was one of the first of Paterson’s poems John Wallis put music to.12
As he had an understanding about the statement Paterson was tyring to make he felt it
important to develop a melody that could be widely received and engaged with by the vast
majority of Australians. Having a good sense of rhythm enabled him to develop a melody that
not only fit within the parameters of the poem’s punctuation and syllabic pulse but could also
be applied to every verse.13 This repetition resultably ensures the melody can be easily sung
along to as the audience can absorb and memorise the tune; encouraging their engagement
and participation. In the same way Paterson wanted to share his poetry, Wallis also wanted to
share his songs as he recognised the importance of spreading Paterson’s legacy. He achieved
this by providing the song with a steady, moderate tempo set to a simple 4/4 time signature
and applied basic chords to support the melody; allowing musicians and singers of all levels
to be able to learn the song for themselves. The melody and chords for each line of text within
the first verse, makes up the musical structures that define the internal form of the verses
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throughout the entire piece. These musical structures within the first verse have been
identified and transcribed in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Identification of Musical Structures (Labelled ‘A’-‘D’) within Verse 1 that Define
the Micro-Form within the Rest of the Verses. Displays a Transcription of the Chord
(Harmonic) Progression and Melody that Generates the Tune Repeated in Each Verse.

The letters ‘A’ through to ‘D’ that label the musical structures in Figure 1, correspond to the
table in Figure 2 which presents a more in depth analysis of the over-all piece.

Figure 2. Table of Analysis: Text Setting Devices used by John Wallis to transfer Banjo Paterson’s Poem,
Clancy of the Overflow, into a Song.
The Analysis has been conducted on a recording of the song that was uploaded to you-tube
on November 27, 2009.
Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZB6K85PuQ_M

This table outlines the overall form, the number of verses, the lines of text within each verse
and the ‘verse form’. The ‘verse form’ column provides a visual aid as to the order of musical
structures, ‘A’ to ‘D’ that define the tune of each verse; providing evidence for the song’s
over-all strophic form. The table also helps to identify other more creative elements such as
the changes of instrumentation and the placement of different vocal textures. Although the
simplistic elements outlined in the table form the backbone of the song and make it easy to be
shared, it is these more creative devices that drive the transformation and communication of
the imagery and narrative within the poem; something Wallis felt importantly about due to his
appreciation and comprehension of Paterson’s poetic style.14

Wallis achieves this transformation mainly through his clever application of personified
instrumentation; informing his band members of the need for their instruments to replicate
characters or traits, settings and emotions within the text.15 While his choice of
instrumentation is nothing out of the ordinary for typical country and/or rock bands (acoustic,
electric and bass guitars, recorder, banjo, and drums) all the instruments within the ensemble
are wielded to create a musical delineation between the contrasting settings of the ‘bush’ and
the ‘city’. Using a mix of typically acoustic and amplified instruments, Wallis was able to
separate the instrumentation into two different ensembles to create this delineation.

One contrast these two ensembles create is a shift in dynamics. In verses 1-4 of the poem, the
‘bush’ comes across as a harmonious, peaceful environment:

“…And the bush has friends to meet him, and their kindly voices greet him
In the murmur of the breezes and the river on its bars…” -Verse 4, Clancy of the Overflow
14
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As a way to replicate this in a song setting, Wallis only chooses the more typically ‘quieter’
instruments such as acoustic guitar, bass (very minimal), banjo and recorder. In contrast,
verses 5-7 identify the ‘city’ as a noisy, unpleasant environment:

“…And the language uninviting of the gutter children fighting,
Comes fitfully and faintly through the ceaseless tramp of feet…” -Verse 6,
Clancy of the Overflow

To create this imagery within a musical setting, Wallis introduces the drum-kit and electric
guitar and increases the volume of the bass. This not only provides a shift in dynamics but
also sets a contrasting atmosphere in comparison to the ‘bush’ ensemble previously identified
in verses 1-4.

Assisting these contrasts (as mentioned before) is Wallis instruction for his band members to
make their instruments take on personified traits, characteristics, sounds and emotions within
the text. This is especially evident within the recorder, banjo and electric guitar parts as they
play an important structural role that drives the narrative and further enhances the events that
unfold. The recorder and electric guitar are important as they are specifically applied to one of
the contrasting settings; the recorder representing the ‘bush’ and the electric guitar
representing the ‘city’, whereas the banjo is more interrelational as it defines certain
characteristics within both settings.

In its representation of the ‘bush’, the recorder plays a countermelody to the main vocal
melody within any lines of text where the imagery of the ‘bush’ is prominent. While this is
mainly throughout verses 1-4, it also makes a quick appearance within the first 2 lines of
verse 6 which makes another quick reference back to the ideals about the bush:

“…and in place of lowing cattle I can hear the fiendish rattle…” -Verse 6,
Clancy of the Overflow

A basic transcription of the recorder’s ‘bush’ countermelody can be seen in Figure 3 however
it is important to point out that the transcription serves mainly as a representation of its
composition as the countermelody is likely to be an improvised tune; given that it varies from
verse to verse.

Figure 3. Transcription identifying the relationship and interactions between the
Vocal Melody and the Recorder’s Countermelody.

In contrast to the recorder, the electric guitar is played in a way that represents the
unpleasantness of the ‘city’. Being left slightly out of tune is one way Wallis sought to
achieve this as it creates a timbre that listeners can associate the city’s ‘foulness’ with.16

“….and the foetid air and gritty of the dusty dirty city,
Through the open window floating, spreads its foulness over all…” -Verse 5,
Clancy of the Overflow

Due to its associations with the context of the ‘city’, the electric guitar doesn’t appear in the
song until verses 5-7. While its activity is presented in a ‘lead guitar’ style with licks and
melodic ideas, a transcription of this is not necessary or easily achievable as not only is the
out-of-tune timbre its most important characteristic but the melodic ideas are not presented as
a tune with a definitive composition.

The banjo part is different again as Wallis uses its timbres to depict specific characteristics
within both settings. As the banjo is an instrument that is typically used in country music
ensembles, its connection with the ‘bush’ setting is a reasonably obvious one. It does not
appear in the song however until verse 4, where Paterson solidifies his final stance on the
beauty of the ‘bush’; setting up the contrast that occurs with the introduction of the ‘city’ in
verse 5.
“…And he sees the vision splendid of the sunlit plains extended,
And at night the wond’rous glory of the everlasting stars.

I am sitting in my dingy little office where a stingy ray of sunlight struggles feebly
down between the houses tall…” -End of Verse 4 leading into start of Verse 5,
Clancy of the Overflow
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The banjo’s introduction during this particular verse not only enhances the contrast that
occurs within the text but it also assists with the transition in instrumentation as the recorder
exists and the electric guitar enters at the start of verse 5 while the banjo continues on into the
‘city’. It is at this point that the identification of the banjo’s relationship with the recorder and
the electric guitar in their representation of the two settings is recognised. When the banjo is
played with the recorder, the ‘bush’ is what is being described, whereas when the banjo plays
alongside the electric guitar it enhances the musical setting of the ‘city’ as the sounds
generated from its picking style resembles traffic noise (like the tramways being depicted in
verse 6). The table in Figure 2 identifies another instance, in verse 6, where the two settings
interchange and overlap through the banjos application. In the first two lines of this verse the
recorder re-enters to join the banjo as the text briefly refers back to the bush (“…and in place
of lowing cattle…”). During this time the electric guitar falls out of the ensemble but it
returns to the foreground for the last two lines; in a way pushing the recorder (the ‘bush’) out
again as the text reverts back to Paterson’s criticisms of the ‘foul’, suffocating ‘city’.

As previously mentioned, the table in Figure 2 also helps to identify Wallis’ application of
vocal textures that acts as another text setting device working in with the instrumentation to
drive the narrative. While Wallis himself is the main, lead singer and carries the melody all
the way through, he deliberately uses male backing vocals to harmonise various parts of the
lyrics; creating a second, homophonic vocal texture. Backing vocals, in the context of most
bands, are generally used for aesthetic purposes as harmonies add a bit of ‘colour’ and
variation to the melody; usually within the song’s chorus to retain the focus and attention of
the listener. However in the context of Clancy of the Overflow, there is no verse-chorus
structure so Wallis utilises this second, homophonic texture to not only provide the necessary

aesthetic variation to maintain the listeners engagement, but to also act as text setting device
by highlighting certain aspects of the narrative.

While the table goes into more detail on the use of vocal textures throughout the piece, one
obvious example lies in verse 1 where the homophonic texture is not used until the very last
line; purely to highlight the first initial statement of the main character’s name and title of the
poem- “…Clancy of the Overflow…” . Another example of this in a more structural manner is
evident in the major transition that occurs within the instrumentation across bars 4-5. Here the
homophonic texture helps to exaggerate the sudden change of setting as its presence remains
throughout the entirety of verse 4 (like the banjo) and then is suddenly absent for the first line
in verse 5 (like the recorder).

While the compositional material within verse 8 (the final verse) has yet to be discussed, it is
important to first address the devices used in verse 7 that sets up the final scene that follows.
Due to the combined presence of all instruments and voices (except the recorder), verse 7
presents as a climatic point in the song as it is the loudest and richest by way of dynamics and
textures. Much the same as verse 4 sets up the final statement about the ‘bush’ before the
change of setting in verse 5, verse 7 is where Paterson makes his final statement about the
‘city’ which is why all the instruments and voices are present except the recorder as it is
solely a ‘bush’ text setting device. From a more aesthetic point of view, this build in dynamics
so late in the song also provides the listener with a sense that the end of the piece is near;
setting up the final statements about to occur in verse 8.

Verse 8 can be discussed on its own as it is the final verse where all these text setting devices
come together to create one last comparative statement about the ‘bush’ and the ‘city’. In the

first two lines of this verse Paterson basically expresses his ‘fancies’ for trading places with
Clancy and taking on the life of a drover. As this provides a brief reflection of the sentiments
previously expressed within the text of verses 1-4, Wallis emphasises this compositionally as
the instrumentation changes back to the ‘bush’ ensemble with recorder and banjo in the
foreground and the absence of the drum kit, bass and electric guitar. This supported vocally
through the absence of the backing vocals as the monophonic texture reflects the aesthetics of
the introductory material within verse 1. The final two lines of verse 8 however create the
final shift in setting as Wallis brings in back in all the instruments and backing vocals. This is
to highlight Paterson’s final depictions of ‘city’ life and his over-all conclusion that such an
unpleasant lifestyle would not ‘suit’ a drover like Clancy. Having all the instruments sounding
at once is also a typical aesthetic technique for concluding a song, so this served a double
purpose in not only creating a final definitive contrast between the ‘bush and the ‘city’ but to
also provide the song with a strong, declarative ending.

As can be seen, Wallis went to great lengths to honour Paterson’s style in his transformation
of Clancy of the Overflow. He manages to bring out the contrasting atmospheres and
sentiments within the text’s settings not only through the deliberate placement of the presence
or absence of the instruments, but also through specific instructions as to the role each
instrument needs to play in representing certain elements and structures within the narrative.
As mentioned earlier, there were other artists who had put one or two of Paterson’s poems
into a song setting however the versions presented by Wallis and Matilda were special in that
they engaged their audiences on a more emotive level as they applied specific sound qualities
to Paterson’s descriptive language; giving life to the imagery and creative elements.

Resultably Wallis’s creative efforts paid off as Clancy of the Overflow was a huge hit when
they released it as their first single in 1980.17 It was received with much appreciation from a
vast demographic of young and old Australian audiences; from retired drovers and cattlemen
to teachers and suburban Australians.18 In the same year Wallis and Matilda also released
Clancy of the Overflow as a track in their first album, Pioneers, which sent them platinum in
weeks as it also featured the hit track The Man from Snowy River; another infamously iconic
poem by Banjo Paterson. In the same way that Paterson utilised popular, commercialised
mediums to share his poetic art forms and communicate a sense of national pride, Wallis too
proved successful in achieving his goal of commercialising Paterson’s legacy through his
songs. While it then becomes easy to suggest that their national recognition is predominantly
a result of the commercialisation of their works through popular, tangible mediums; their
works not only fulfilled a cultural need but also proved to be worthy as commercially
marketable art forms due to the level of professional quality within their creativity abilities.

My investigation into the case study of Wallis and Matilda’s transformation of Banjo
Paterson’s poem, Clancy of the Overflow, into a song setting has successfully addressed my
broader research topic: Examining the transformation of Australian folk poetry into Song. The
purpose of this research topic was to investigate the transformation of one socially popular art
form to another within the context of Australian National Identity. By refining my area of
research to this specific case study I have allowed for a more intimate approach in addressing
not only the cultural relevance and importance of this transformation but also the internal
processes and devices used to re-communicate the level of quality within the artistic designs
that make these cultural artefacts worthy of commercialisation. From the iconic “Clancy”
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through the poetic verse of Banjo Paterson and the compositional applications of John Wallis
we see

“…the vision splendid…”

Appendix 1: Complete Copy of Clancy of the Overflow, first published by Banjo Paterson
in the Bulletin in 1889. The Copy below has been taken straight from the Australian Poetry
Library website which has sourced the poem through its publication in Paterson’s Book The
Man from Snowy River and Other Verses; published by Angus and Robertson pty ltd in 1985.
Website Source: http://www.poetrylibrary.edu.au/poets/paterson-a-b-banjo/clancy-ofthe-overflow-0001006

Clancy of The Overflow
by Paterson
From book: The Man from Snowy River and Other Verses
I had written him a letter which I had, for want of better
Knowledge, sent to where I met him down the Lachlan, years ago,
He was shearing when I knew him, so I sent the letter to him,
Just ‘on spec’, addressed as follows, ‘Clancy, of The Overflow’.
And an answer came directed in a writing unexpected,
(And I think the same was written with a thumb-nail dipped in tar)
'Twas his shearing mate who wrote it, and verbatim I will quote it:
‘Clancy's gone to Queensland droving, and we don't know where he are.’
*****
In my wild erratic fancy visions come to me of Clancy
Gone a-droving ‘down the Cooper’ where the Western drovers go;
As the stock are slowly stringing, Clancy rides behind them singing,
For the drover's life has pleasures that the townsfolk never know.
And the bush hath friends to meet him, and their kindly voices greet him
In the murmur of the breezes and the river on its bars,
And he sees the vision splendid of the sunlit plains extended,
And at night the wond'rous glory of the everlasting stars.
*****

I am sitting in my dingy little office, where a stingy
Ray of sunlight struggles feebly down between the houses tall,
And the foetid air and gritty of the dusty, dirty city
Through the open window floating, spreads its foulness over all.
And in place of lowing cattle, I can hear the fiendish rattle
Of the tramways and the 'buses making hurry down the street,
And the language uninviting of the gutter children fighting,
Comes fitfully and faintly through the ceaseless tramp of feet.
And the hurrying people daunt me, and their pallid faces haunt me
As they shoulder one another in their rush and nervous haste,
With their eager eyes and greedy, and their stunted forms and weedy,
For townsfolk have no time to grow, they have no time to waste.
And I somehow rather fancy that I'd like to change with Clancy,
Like to take a turn at droving where the seasons come and go,
While he faced the round eternal of the cash-book and the journal —
But I doubt he'd suit the office, Clancy, of ‘The Overflow’.
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